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UNIT-I OVERVIEW & INSTRUCTIONS
PART - A

1.Define Computer Architecture.
2.Define Computer Organization.
3.What are the components of a computer.
4.Draw the block diagram of computer.
5. What is Execution time/Response time?
6. What is CPU execution time, user CPU time and system CPU time?
7.State and explain the performance equation?
8. Define MIPS .
9.Define MIPS Rate:
10.Define Throughput and Throughput rate.
11.What are the various types of operations required for instructions?
12.Wrie down the MIPS Assembly language notation for arithmetic operations.
13. What is Addressing Modes?
14.What is a Immediate  addressing Mode?
15.What is a Relative Addressing mode?

PART-B

1. Explain the Eight ideas of the Computer architects in detail.(8)
2. Explain the components of a computer with the block diagram in detail.(16)
3. Explain the technologies for building computer over time with a neat graph.(6)
4. Explain the chip manufacturing process with a neat diagram in detail.(10)
4.Explain the techniques used to measure the performance of a computer.(8)
5.(i)Prove that how performance and execution are inverse to each other.(2)

(ii) If computer A runs a program in 10 seconds and computer B runs the same program
in 15 seconds, how much faster is A than B?(2)

(iii)Write the formula to calculate the CPU execution time for a program.(2)
(iv) Write the formula to calculate the CPU clock cycles.(2)
(v) Write the formula to calculate the classic CPU Performance equation.(2)

6. Explain how clock rate and power are related to each other in microprocessor over
years with a neat graph.(6)

7. Explain the need to switch from uniprocessors to multiprocessors and draw the
performance chart for processors over years. (6)
8. Explain the basic instruction types with examples.(6)
9. (i)Explain the different types of instruction set architecture in detail(6)

(ii)Explain MIPS assembly language notation for arithmetic, Data
transfer,logical,conditional branch and unconditional branch operations.
10.What do you mean by addressing modes? Explain various addressing modes
with the help of examples.(16)
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UNIT-II ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

PART-A
1. State the principle of operation of a carry look-ahead adder.
2. What are the main features of Booth’s algorithm?
3. How can we speed up the multiplication process?(CSE Nov/Dec 2003)
4. Explain about the special values in floating point numbers.
5. Write the Add/subtract rule for floating point numbers.
6. Define carry save addition(CSA) process.
7. What are generate and propagate function?
8. What is floating point numbers?
9. Why floating point number is more difficult to represent and process than integer?
10.Draw the full adder circuit and give the truth table (CSE May/June 2007)
11.Give the booth’s recoding and bit-pair recoding of the computer
12. In floating point numbers when so you say that an underflow or overflow has occurred?
13.What are the difficulties faced when we use floating point arithmetic?
14.Write the multiply rule for floating point numbers
15.What is the purpose of guard bits used in floating point arithmetic
16.What are the ways to truncate the guard bits?
17.What is bit pair recoding? Give an example.
18.What is the advantage of using Booth algorithm?
19.Write the algorithm for restoring division.
20.Write the algorithm for non restoring division.

PART-B
1.Explain the design of ALU in detail.(16)

2.Explain with an example how to multiply two unsigned binary numbers.(8)

3.Describe in detail booth’s multiplication algorithm and its hardware implementation?

4.Explain the Working of a Carry-Look Ahead adder. (16)

5.Derive and explain an algorithm for adding and subtracting two floating point binary

numbers.(8)

6.Design a 4-bit adder/subtractor circuit using full adders and explain it’s function?(8)

7.Describe the algorithm for integer division with suitable examples.(16)

8.Perform the multiplication using Carry save addition of summands. (6)

45 X 45

9.Perform the integer division using non-restoring and restoring division. (10)

9 / 4
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UNIT-III PROCESSOR AND CONTROL UNIT
PART- A

1.Define pipelining.
2.Define parallel processing.
3.Define instruction pipeline.
4. What are the steps required for a pipelinened processor to process the instruction?
5. What are Hazards?
6. State different types of hazards that can occur in pipeline.
7. Define Data hazards
8. Define Instruction hazards
9.Define Structural hazards?
10. What are the classification of data hazards?
11.Define RAW hazard : ( read after write)
12. Define WAW hazard :( write after write)
13.Define WAR hazard :( write after read)
14. How data hazard can be prevented in pipelining?
15.How Compiler is used in Pipelining?
16. How addressing modes affect the instruction pipelining?
17. What is locality of reference?
18.What is the need for reduced instruction chip?
19.Define memory access time?
20. Define memory cycle time.
21.Define Static Memories.
22.List out Various branching technique used in micro program control unit?
23.How the interrupt is handled during exception?
24.List out the methods used to improve system performance.

PART-B

1.Discuss the basic concepts of pipelining.

2.State and explain the different types of hazards that can occur in a pipeline.

3.Draw and explain the modified three-bus structure of the processor suitable for four –stage

pipelined execution. How this structure is suitable to provide four-stage pipelined execution?

4.What is data hazard?Explain the methods for dealing with the data hazards

5.Describe the data and control path techniques in pipelining.(10)

6.What is instruction hazard?Explain in detail how to handle the instruction hazards in

pipelining with relevant examples.(10)

7.Describe the techniques for handling control hazards in pipelining.(10)

8.Write note on exception handling.(6)
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UNIT – IV PARALLELISM
PART – A

1. What is Instruction Level Parallelism? (NOV/DEC 2011)
2. Explain various types of Dependences in ILP.
3. What is Multithreading?
4. What are multiprocessors? Mention the categories of multiprocessors?
5. What are two main approaches to multithreading?
6. What is the need to use multiprocessors?
7. Write the advantages of Multithreading.
8. Write the disadvantages of Multithreading.
9. What is CMT?
10. What is SMT?
11. Write the advantages of CMP?
12. What are the Disadvantages of SMT?
13.What Thread-level parallelism (TLP)?
14.List the major MIMD Styles
16.Distinguish between shared memory multiprocessor and message-passing

multiprocessor.
17.What is multicore'?
18.Draw the basic structure of Basic Structure of a Symmetric Shared Memory
Multiprocessor
19. Write the software implications of a multicore processor?
20. What is coarse grained multithreading?

PART - B
1. Explain instruction level parallelism in detail?

2. Explain parallel processing challenges in detail?

3. Explain briefly the Flynn’s classification?

4. What is hardware multithreading? Explain the various approaches in detail?

5. Explain multicore processors in detail?

6. Compare SISD, SIMD, MISD, and MIMD in detail?

7. Explain the following:

i) Implicit and Explicit multithreading.

ii) Interleaved, Blocked and Simultaneous multithreading.

8. What are multicore processors? Explain the common configurations that support

multiprocessing?
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UNIT – V MEMORY AND I/O SYSTEMS
PART – A

1. What are the multimedia applications which use caches?
2. Explain virtual memory technique.
3. What are virtual and logical addresses?
4. Define translation buffer.
5. What is branch delay slot?
6. What is optical memory?
7. What are static and dynamic memories?
8. What are the components of memory management unit?
9. What is the role of MAR and MDR?
10. Distinguish Between Static RAM and Dynamic RAM?
11. Distiguish between asynchronies DRAM and synchronous RAM.
12. What do you mean associative mapping technique?
13. What is SCSI?
14.What are the two types of latencies associated with storage?
15. What do you mean by Disk Spanning?
16. What is SCSI?
17. Define the term RELIABILITY
18. Define the term AVAILABLITY:
19.How the interrupt is handled during exception?
20. What is IO mapped input output?
21.Specify the three types of the DMA transfer techniques?
22.What is an interrupt?
23.What are the uses of interrupts?
24.Define vectored interrupts.
25. Name any three of the standard I/O interface.
26. What is an I/O channel?
27. What is a bus?
28. Define word length?

PART- B
1. Explain with the block diagram the DMA transfer in a computer system.

2. Describe in detail about IOP organization.

3. Describe the data transfer method using DMA.

4. Write short notes on the following

(a)Magnetic disk drive (8)

(b) Optical drives (8)

5. Discuss the design of a typical input or output interface.

6.What are interrupts? How are they handled?


